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Pamela ~errish Nunn 

Timber coming down from the Mountain, 1929 LUCY ~emp-welch 
Reproduced courtesy of David Messurn Fine Art, Duke Street. London SWl. 

As a feminist, when in a gallery I am always looking for 
women's work. Good, bad or indifferent (for women, like 
men, are capable of all three), it's all interesting to me. 
Luckily, in this country, there's always a good chance that 
the gallerygoer will find something made by women on 
display - and something fine, from a centuries-old kahu 
from now unidentified Maori hands to a mixed-media 
object generated by the Women's Art Movement of the 
1970s. Thus it's particularly enjoyable for me to see the 
works of British female artists acknowledged in the 
McDougall collection, 

One that I like immensely is Timber coming downfrom 
the Mountain (1929) by Lucy Kemp-Welch (1869-1958). 
It is typical of the work for which Kemp-Welch became 
known in Britain from her first appearance at the Royal 
Academy in 1895. In favouring this subject matter, she 
was seen to be folowing in the footsteps of the 
celebrated French animal painter Rosa Bonheur, who 
had been for half a century the very type of that 
controversial character, the female artist; and of the 
British bade painter Lady Butler, who had defied critics 
to confine women's capacities within the 'ladylike' genres. 
Kemp-Welch didn't mean to be controversial, but did 
attract more attention because she was a woman, 
painting large-scale outdoor scenes with a vigour that 
convention still feigned to be surprised to see within 
women's command. 

She was successful with works such as Timber coming 
down from the Mountain, not just because she was an 
excellent painter, but because her excellence contradicted 
prejudice, Exhibited in London at the Royal Academy in 
1929, Timber coming d o w n j o m  the Mountain continued a 
vein that the artist had mined since the majestic Timber 
Hauling in the New Forest (1904 - 118ins x 58ins). A good 
deal smaller than the artist's best-known works, Timber 
coming downfiom the Mountain was brought out here by the 
Murray Fullers and shown in their Durham Street galIery 
exhibition three years after its appearance at the Academy. 
It was bought from the show by subscription for the 
CSA, joining the artist's In the Orchard (Sunlight under the 
Leaves) - 1903, which had been acquired by the CSA &om 
the 1906 New Zealand International Exhibition. 

While this painting reminds me pleasantly of my 
former home town of Bristol, in whose art gallery Timber 
Hauling in the New Forest has hung prominently for many 
years, its like can be found in most public galleries in this 
country too. In Wanganui, Nelson, Timaru, Auckland, 
Dunedin and Wellington, as well as in Christchurch, the 
gallery-goer can see that Kemp-Welch was one of the 
most popular British artists of her generation with our 
early 20th century arbiters of taste, 

Pamela Gerrish Nunn, Lecturer in Art History, 
University of Canterbury 
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Highly respected by the Maori 
community, Nin was pro-active in 
many areas relating to the rejuvenation 
of Maori culture, He was a sigdcant 
figure in the restoration of Rongopai, 
the painted ancestral house of the 
celebrated Maori leader Te Kooti, 
and participated in the land marches 
of the 1970s and the Bastion Point 
protest. In addition to his political 
concerns, Nin was sympathetic to 
environmental and conservation 
issues. He is also remembered for his 
various entrepreneurial exploits such 
as the black velvet portraits of 1966, 
the microwave hangi, experiments 
with wind-generated power, 
developing emergency cardboard 
box houses and exporting dried meat 
to China. 

Nin was a significant influence in 
the Aotearoa New Zealand Education 
Department. He followed in the 
footsteps of esteemed educator 
Gordon Tovey and the generation 
of artists who were involved in the 
Northern Maori project. He formed 
close friendships with young Maori 
artists, the first generation to migrate 
to urban centres after the Second 
World War, who were to drive the 
contemporary Maori art movement. 
Although freed from the restrictions 
of their tribal traditions, they were 
influenced by their heritage as well 
as American and European culture 
and art movements. 

Dedicated to raising the profile of 
these artists within Maori society, Nin 
promoted several exhibitions of 

contemporary art within the Pakeha 
art world and Maori cultural contexts. 

In 1966 Nin approached the 
Canterbury Museum with the concept 
of an exhibition of Maori art and 
sculpture. Initially a simple idea, this 
exhibition evolved into New Zealand 
Maori Culture and the Contemporary 
Scene, one of the first curated 
exhibitions of contemporary Maori 
art to be held in Aotearoa New 
Zealand and the first to be shown in 
a'mainstream'institution. Featuring 
artists Cath Brown, Fred Graham, 
Mere Harrison, Norman Lemon (Te 
Whata), Jonathan Mane-Wheoki, 
Katerina Mataira, Selwyn Muru and 
Nin, this touring exhibition established 
a precedent for exhibitions such as 
Te Waka Toi in 1993. 



H e  was one of the founding 
members of the Maori Artists and 
Writers' Association in 193. After the 
successful Maori Artists and Writers' 
Hui at the South Pacific Festival of 
the Arts at Rotorua in 1996, Nin 
initiated the Contemporary Maori Art 
exhibition hosted by the Waikato 
Art Museum in the same year. 

Nin's art is characterised by a 
distinctive style - vibrant colours 
combined with traditional Maori 
motifs drawn from carving, weaving 
or rafter patterns, spread across a 
minimalist landscape, in the words 
of Darcy Nicholas, "like a sacred 
cloak". His later work included 
weaving, pieces of timber, mirrors and 
a greater range of colour. By working 
from light to dark in his work, Nin 
paralleled the Maori concept of birth 
from Te Po (pre-existence) into 
Te Ao, the world of light, 

of brushwork in the lower area of 
the painting allude to Maori cosmology 
and the presence of the Gods and 
whakapapa. Selwyn Muru has 
described Nin's interpretation of the 
land in his work as "forever in a state 
ofchange and renewal Earth and Skyplay 
their own tricks and games. A t  times 
eerie light and shadows appear to evoke 
Hawaiki. Hawaiki o f  the distant past; 
Hawaiki in the dimness of time.'' 

Nin was born in Northland in 
1942 of Chinese and Maori ancestry. 
He was awarded Dux of Northland 
Colkge in 1960 and, under the influence 
of Se lwp  Wilson, attended Elam 
School of Fine Arts, Auckland 
for several years. M e r  his marriage to 
Carol McLanachan in 1965, Nin 
continued his studies at Ilam and 
gaduated with a Diploma of Fine 
Arts in 1966. A year later he entered 
the teaching profession, then in 1978 
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The Polluted Land,1993 ~ u c k  Nin 
Courtesy of Carol Henderson 

Untitled 2,1990 B K ~  Nm 
Courtesy of Carol Henderson 

The colour, traditional Maori 
symbolism and emotional intensity 
of Nin's art can be seen in paintings 
such as Night ofthe Unknown (1975). 
The stylised buildings in the lower 
part of the composition, which are 
repeated throughout Nin's work, 
may represent the relationship 
between rural and urban Maori, 
traditional and modern cultural 
values, or even the South and North 
Islands. The repetition of forms, in 
particular the koru motifs within 
larger circular forms, and the blue and 
white colours, serve to unify the 
composition and suggest the continuity 
and spiritual power of nature. 

Bridging the Gap (1993) is a more 
hard-edged painting with strong 
directional movement, Biculturalism 
is suggested by the title and the koru 
forms within the dark mass, which 
link the two dugonal areas of imagery, 
The abstract nature of the loose areas 

moved to Hawaii, where he completed 
a Masters of Education Administration 
In 1981, Nin completed his PhD in 
Arts Administration and Management 
in the United States of America. He 
exhibited extensively in solo and group 
shows within New Zealand and 
overseas fiom 1963 onwards, including 
Kohia KO Taikaka Anake - Artists 
Construct New Directions, National Art 
Gallery Wellington, in 1990 and Te 
Waka Toi - Contemporary Maori Artbm 
N Z  in 1992, which toured throughout 
North America. In 1993, Nin was a 
finalist in the Visa Gold Art Award, 

The concept for this exhibition 
was conceived by Jonathan Mane- 
Wheoki, the Gallery's Kaitiaki Maori, 
in an article on Nin for Art  N e w  
Zealand. Mane-Wheoki was involved 
in the curation of the exhibition and 
contributed to the catalogue essays. 

Belinda Jones 

Bridging the Gap, 1993 Buck Nin 
Courtesy of Carol Henderson 
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(&ureay I Club - Art appreciation club meeting. 

E+day 8 Club -Art appreciation club meeting. 

nday Eyent.- Lecture - Dr Mark Stocker, 
anterbury Schod of Art will speak 
ott: Seut@or and Socialite'. 

bta&rY Club -Art appreciation club meeting. 

Pwi9.wcily~ Elub -Art appreciation club meeting. 

$Idrrgsday 2 C W  -At? appreciation ciwb meeting. 

b.0 Club -Art appreciation club tor the differently abled. 

ontana Sunday Emn't - Lecture - 
chael'l'uffery, artjst, will speak Gn his work. 

Idener Womeds Book Festival fbr 1999 
hona Mefarlane will speak about her life and work and 
unch her newly published autobiography.Tickets $8, Some 
or sdis,  but due to space restrictions the pse-purchase of - 

ckets could be advisable. 

* e ~  Dark &ent,~iew Lincoln University" a t  collection 
ith Dick Lucas. Drinks and nibbles. 
.@. meet at the Llhcoln UnlversityVisltor's carpark. 

t - Lecture- Jennifer Hay, art 
temporary tnstallatkrr Works! 







Gavin Bishop, artist, 
illustrator and raconteur 

par excellence, was a* 
popular speaker in May. 

A well patronised 
display and sales table of 

his publications was 
organised by Kath Crabb 

of the Children's 
Bookshop who 

generously donated a 
percentage of sales to 
FORMAG. This was 

used to boost the new 
Christchurch Art 

illustration for"llttle Rabbit and the Seanc-hWMw Gallery Fund. 

Stuart Griftiths, visiting lecturer at Canterbury University's School of Fine Arts, discussed 
'Recent Aspects of Contemporary Sculpture', showing slides of his own work as examples. 

Candle Light Shower was one of these, exhibited recently at Dunedin Public Art Gallery. 
Hundreds of wooden shot glasses were stacked into the shape of a towering tapered 
candle, seven metres high. Powered by a motor hidden within the candle, the stainless 
steel droplet flame, crowning the giant structure, broke into life with a flickering light. 

-Candle Light Shower (detail) Stuart Griffiths 

Max Broadbent Mr  & M r s  G.W. Hughes John &Anne O'Brien 
Christopher Brodrick G.L. & M.A. Korver Shirley Owen 
Dale Butt Vivian Lee LindaThomas 
M r s  N.E. Coilet Ken Livingston Mr M.R. & MrsUWoods 
Juliet Collins 
Chloe Cope 
Lesley Corbett 

,Dr & M r s  J. Hamer 

Michael Mc~uinniet~ 
Claire McPhee Life Members 

Bryan & June Mullaly Annie Lee 
Jenny Scanlon 

Friends of the Robert McDougd Art Gallery and Community Gifts Fundraising 
Committee for the new Christchurch Art Gallery are planning a monster ArtFair at 
the Hurst Seager Room of the Arts Centre on the comer of Rolleston Avenue and Hereford 
Street on Saturday, 30 October, between loam and 5pm. All Friends are being asked 
to contribute art works, objets d'art, artistic bric d brac and art books for sale, and to 
tell their friends about it. If you can spare an hour or more to help on the afiernoon 
of Friday 29 October, or between loam and 5pm on Saturday 30 October, it would be 
most avvreciated, 
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Please contact Val at 377 6443 

I or Rebecca Garside at 329 9269 with 
your offers of goods or assistance, 



The Art Event on 21 May was very successful, raising $8,000 for a fund to buy 
a work for the new Gallery, k - - Seventeen artists represented in the McDougall collection took up the challenge 
to create works on a small scale for the Art Event, People then put their names 
in a top hat beside the art work they wished to purchase and a draw was held 
to choose the lucky buyer.The works were wonderful - some very hot favourites 
judging by the full hats! There were lots of encouraging comments by those who 
attended and many who missed out on taking away a work said they would be 
back next time. 
We intend to hold another Art Event next year - another chance to get a 
stunning work of art at a reasonable cost and to support the new Christchurch 
Art Gallery! 

Wednesday 13 October, 6.30pm 
Lincoln University has had a very proactive group 
of stdmembers who have collected New Zealand 
art and for a number of years have encouraged 
artists through their residency programme. They 
now have works in their collection from most of New 
Zealand's major artists including Neil Dawson, 

ooth, 
lier ar 

,Joanna ~raithwaite~~~eter 
:tists like Leo Bensemann. 

3 DickLuas, who is one of the most knowledgeable 
and enthusiastic speakers about this collection, 
will take a guided tour of the campus on the evening 
of 13 October. He will start with a look at the 

res in 
dings 
; drin 

the grounds and move insi 
8 for the hanging works. At 
ks and nibbles will be serve 

ide 
thf 
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to tour 
: end of 
Meet at 

Collectmn Lincoln University 6.30pm in the visitors' carpark at Lincoln University. 

Don't forget the monthly.,. 
Talkabout Art programmes. 6pm. 

30 September -'Heaven and Blood' 

28 October -'Forever Buck Nin'- at the McDougall Contemporary Art Annex 





"Fong's paintings o f  the mid-1990s were evocative, 

multi-layered, abstract works which unveiled a rich range of  

associat ions.  B y  marking, or 'wounding', the canvas and by using 

a minimal, restricted palette ,  Fong al luded t o  the body's forms, 

surfaces and tensions." 

P H O T O G R A P H Y - J O H A N N E S  VAN K A N  I GUY P A S K  



Study of the South Gallery (1936) ~ o h n  Knight 

Leda and the Swan 

When the McDougall opened in 1932 it had, within its 
small collection of nineteenth century works, two large 
academic paintings of the female nude, both depicting 
subjects from classical Greek mythology. One work was 
Psyche by Solomon J. Solomon and the other was Leda 
and the Swan by Adolphe Jourdan, 

Psyche was stolen from the Gallery during a 
break-in in 1942 and its theft has been the subject of 
speculation over the years, but more mysterious is the 
loss of Leda and the Swan. This large canvas, 
approximately 2050 x 1500 mm, after being stored for 
many years at Canterbury Museum, was presented to 
the Gallery by Canterbury College (University of 
Canterbury). Initially it was installed on the west wall 
of the long south gallery, where it dominated for many 
years receiving varied response from visitors. 

The painting was originally brought to Christchurch 
as one of the contemporary European works in the 1882 
International Exhibition, Painted in the 1870s, the work 
was by the French academic painter Adolphe Jourdan 
(1825 - 1889). Jourdan was born in Nfmes and began 
studying painting at CEcole des Beaux-Arts in 1844, He 
later spent time in the studio of Charles Francois 
Jalarbert, the academic portrait painter. 

A frequent exhibitor at the Paris Salon from the mid 
l8SiOs, Jourdan's work did not go unnoticed among his 
academic contemporaries, and in 1866 he was awarded 
a Salon Medal, His subjects were mostly portraits and 
genre pieces, but he had a fondness for scenes which 
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exhibiting his work beyond France and in 1876 had an 
important showing in New York. 

Jourdan's work was favoured by a particular 
Victorian taste and had been given some prominence in 
the Picture Gallery of the 1882 exhibition. Although it 
was on display in the McDougall for many years, by the 
1950s it had been taken down and stored in the 
basement, Many years ago I asked a former Custodian 
of the McDougall, who had been on the stafT from 1939 
to 1969, about his recollections of the work. His reply 
was surprisingly reticent. AU he would say was thatIuit 
was always a damned nuisance whenever I needed to get 
to my buckets". For some reason it seems the painting 
was either removed from the Gallery, or deemed 
damaged beyond repair and quietly disposed of. With 
its heavy gilt gesso frame and its size, moving it would 
have probably involved several hands. We may never 
know as no written record of its removal was made. 

Today the Gallery has a Registrations Department 
that thoroughly monitors and documents all 
movements of works in the collection, ensuring that a 
disappearance without record, like that of Leda and the 
Swan, is unthinkable. Sadly no photographs of the work 
survive, so our only image of this erstwhile painting 
from our Collection is a depiction of it in a small study 
of the south gallery in 1935. This was made by the artist 
John Knight who was at that time a student at the 
Canterbury College School of Art. 





Image by Jahannes wn Kan 

R O B E R T  M c D O U G A L L  A R T  G A L L E R Y  & A N N E X  

b l l a t ~ n  Avenue, Christchurch 
Phone (93) 3 6  0915 

GALLERY HOURS 
loam until 5.30pm - Summer 

@om 23 October) 

Admission by donation. Free guided tours adable,  


